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Part #: 116

Part #: 52-2

Part #: 902FC

116 HVAC 
MULTIMETER

52 II DUAL PROBE 
DIGITAL THERMOMETER

902FC HVAC CLAMP-ON  
METER 

Part #: 417D

417D LASER 
DISTANCE METER

Part #: 4983088

PACK30 PROFESSIONAL
TOOL BACKPACK

Part #: 62MAX-PLUS

62 MAX+ 12 TO 1 INFRARED 
THERMOMETER 

Part #: 107

COMPACT CAT III 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER   

Part #: 324

324 CLAMP-ON METER 
400A/AC TRMS  

Part #: 59MAX-PLUS

59 MAX+ 10 TO 1 INFRARED 
THERMOMETER   

Part #: 323

323 CLAMP-ON METER 
400A/AC TRMS 

Part #: 561

561 DUAL IR/ PROBE 
THERMOMETER 

Comes in a compact, 
rugged, ergonomic 
design and is easy-to-
use.This palm-sized 
digital multimeter is ideal 
for troubleshooting and 
is small enough to fit in a 
shirt pocket or work bag. 

Measure AC current up to 400 A, 
AC/DC voltage to 600V, resistance 
up to 4 kΩ, and continuity  
detection ≤30 Ω with this True  
RMS clamp meter. Ideal for 
commercial and residential 
electricians, this unit features 
True-RMS measurements and slim 
design. It also features temperature, 
capacitance, and a backlight. 

Th thermometer delivers the precision you 
need to do your job accurately and within 
your budget. It features a 10:1 distance to 
spot ratio and precise single laser targeting 
for accurate and repeatable measurements. 
Use the Fluke 59 MAX+ to perform 
non-contact temperature measurements 
on transformers, motors, pumps, panels, 
breakers, compressors, duct, and vents.

Features a simple design and easy 
one-button operation to minimize 
the time measuring while 
maximizing the reliability of the 
measurements you need. Offers 
three different measurement 
tasks, an extra bright laser that 
is visible, large 2-line illuminated 
LCD screen, and three-buttons for 
one-handed measurements. 

The Fluke Pack30 backpack for professional 
electricians and tradesmen 
is rugged yet weighs 
less than 6.5 pounds. 
This backpack is built 
with durable high-quality 
polyester and features over 
30 heavy-duty pockets for 
storing and carrying your 
tools to the next job.

Perform non-contact temperature 
measurements on transformers, motors, 
pumps, panels, breakers, compressors, 
ducts, steam lines, valves, and vents with 
this infrared thermometer. It features a 
dual laser with a distance to spot ratio 
of 12:1. Additionally, it’s rugged design 
withstands a 9.8’ (3 m) drop.

The Fluke 116 has 
abuilt-in thermometer to 
measure temperatures 
up to 400°C (752°F) 
and microamps to test 
flame sensors. It also 
measures resistance, 
continuity, frequency, and 
capacitance.

Measure contact temperature 
on motors, insulation, 
breakers, pipes, corroded 
connections, liquids, 
and wires with industrial 
standard J, K, T, or E-type 
thermocouple temperature 
sensors. This dual input 
digital thermometer delivers 
fast response with laboratory accuracy.  

Delivers the features necessary to 
diagnose and repair HVAC/R systems. 
Additionally, with Fluke Connect® you can 
trend measurements, create and send 
reports right from the field, safely stay 
away from live equipment while taking 
measurements, and more.

Designed to perform in the 
toughest environments, this 
True RMS clamp meter allows 
access in tight areas due 
to its slim, compact size. It 
is ideal for identifying the 
presence of load current, 
AC voltage, and continuity of 
circuits, switches, fuses, and 
contacts.

This infrared and contact 
thermometer measures 
both IR and contact 
temperature. Additionally, 
it features a handy 
Velcro® pipe probe 
or, plug in any industry 
standard, K-type mini-
connector thermocouple 
probe. 
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Pricing valid until October 31, 2020 or while quantities last.

HUGE SAVINGS!
Will match any competitors' pricing


